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If you’re looking for resources or 
simply have questions about the 
brand, please contact:  
 
Office of University Communications 

creative@redlands.edu
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Brand guidelines 
OVERVIEW

This document is designed to help 
you make decisions in support 
of our story so that we’re all 
communicating about the School 
of Education in a consistent, 
compelling way. There’s a deeply 
informed rationale for everything 
here—every visual and verbal 
element. These pages reflect the 
thought process that went into 
developing the School’s brand and 
offer guidance for making it work.

Note: This guide is all about the School of  
Education brand, which is a sub-brand of 
the University of Redlands master brand. For 
information about the Redlands master brand, 
see the master brand guidelines. 

WHAT IS A BRAND?

A brand is more than a logo or a 
tagline; it’s an enduring platform that 
articulates an organization’s unique 
identity and point of view. It can help 
an organization connect with many 
audiences through informed and 
relevant interactions. 

Our brand at the School of Education 
is closely related to the University of 
Redlands master brand—although as 
you’ll see, the two are distinct in certain 
ways. Because the School’s brand 
exists underneath the larger Redlands 
umbrella, we sometimes call it a  
sub-brand. 

Either way, it’s the promise we make to 
our audiences every day.

WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT?

At Redlands, our brand is how we 
communicate the important role we serve 
here in California and beyond. It’s how 
we differentiate ourselves from our peers 
and ensure that we’re delivering on the 
promise we’re making to those we serve.

In the School of Education, our brand tells 
the story of our unrelenting dedication 
to creating equity and justice in every 
classroom, school, and community 
within reach. Our students foster critical 
consciousness that translates into 
justice-minded teachers, counselors, 
and administrators who are making a 
meaningful difference in their lives and 
the lives of others. 
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brand 
ecosystem

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

THE DIFFERENTIATOR 
The overarching idea that  
ties everything together.

THE HOOK 
The compelling way to 
verbalize positioning and 
frame unique stories.

• overarching theme 
• voice and tone
• visual toolkit

• brand promise 
• personality
• messaging

• positioning
• audiences

• viewbooks
• brochures
• direct mail
• email campaign

• case statements
• impact report
• email/newsletter  
   campaign
• events

BRAND CAMPAIGN

• PSAs
• print ads
• digital ads
• radio ads

RECRUITMENT RECRUITMENTAWARENESS AWARENESSADVANCEMENT ADVANCEMENT

THE PROOF 
The collective tactics and  
the stories within, told through 
the creative platform.

MASTER BRAND STRATEGY

MASTER BRAND CREATIVE PLATFORM

CAMPAIGN EXECUTIONS

SUB-BRAND STRATEGY

SUB-BRAND CREATIVE

While sub-brands share some 

characteristics with the master brand, 

they can have their own messaging 

strategies, audience segments, 

and personality traits. This diagram 

illustrates how these relationships and 

roles work together. 
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1Strategy

Our strategy highlights our 

strengths, captures our 

personality, and outlines the 

main ideas that we need to 

communicate about ourselves. 

It’s the backbone of our brand.

↓

AUDIENCES .............................................  6

MESSAGE MAP    ........................................       12

PERSONALITY   .........................................    14



SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

BOTTOM LINE →

Audiences

The School of Education’s 
audiences must be viewed 
holistically, recognizing the 
multiple identities that an  
individual may represent.

CAMPUS  
COMMUNITY

CURRENT 
STUDENTS PROSPECTS

ALUMNICOMMUNITY 
PARTNERS

Current students are future alumni.

Current students are 
part of the campus 
community.

Prospective students 
are future current 
students.

Current students could 
be future prospective 
doctoral students.

Alumni are often community partners.
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SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

PROSPECTS

WHO ARE THEY? 

• Prospective graduate students

• Prospective career-change 
students

• People who represent  
diverse identities

• College of Arts and Sciences 
undergrads (looking to 
continue into the  
School of Education) 

WHAT DO THEY NEED TO KNOW? 

• The School’s core value of educational justice

• How faculty apply social justice to the academic experience

• The quality of programs across the School

• Ways they can make an impact in the community with what they learn at the School

Primary Audiences

GOAL → Recruit, retain, and engage best-fit students.
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SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

CURRENT STUDENTS

WHO ARE THEY? 

• Future alumni

• Future partners

• Future doctoral students

• Influencers of prospective 
students

WHAT DO THEY NEED TO KNOW? 

• The School’s commitment to a rigorous academic experience and to challenging  
students at the graduate level

• How their critical-thinking skills foster deeper conversation and inquiry

• Why they should have pride in their degree

• How they can apply their studies to change the communities they come from

Recruit, retain, and engage best-fit students.GOAL →

Primary Audiences
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SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

COMMUNITY PARTNERS

WHO ARE THEY? 

• Pre-K–12 school systems and 
administrators 

• Partner universities

• Clinics

• Not-for-profit agencies

WHAT DO THEY NEED TO KNOW? 

• What the School stands for and what makes a partner a good fit

• The strength of the students they will be potentially employing and working with

• How a partnership with the School can help meet their goals and priorities

Strengthen existing relationships and build 
new ones with the unengaged and unaware.

GOAL →

secondary Audiences
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SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

ALUMNI

WHO ARE THEY? 

• Community partners

• Future doctoral students

WHAT DO THEY NEED TO KNOW? 

• The School’s continued commitment to educational justice

• That they have an integral role in the future of the School

• How the School is building on its historic strengths, making an impact in communities

• Clear ways that they can support the School

GOAL →

secondary Audiences

Strengthen existing relationships and build 
new ones with the unengaged and unaware.
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SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

CAMPUS COMMUNITY

WHO ARE THEY? 

• Faculty, including faculty in the 
College of Arts and Sciences 
(influencers for prospective 
students)

• Staff

• Administration 

• Trustees

WHAT DO THEY NEED TO KNOW? 

• The School’s vision for the future and how they have a prominent role in getting there

• The importance of a cohesive and consistent brand story moving forward

• Ways they can share their ideas and accomplishments to promote pride

GOAL →

Tertiary Audiences    

Create alignment and inspire advocacy, encouraging 
their engagement and involvement.
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Message map
Our messaging expands on our 
positioning so that we can tell a holistic 
story about the School of Education 
and focus that story depending on our 
audience. To organize our messages, we 
use a framework called a message map.
 

The CORE MESSAGE focuses on the  

promise that we make to our audiences, 

primarily prospective students. This main 

idea, which traces to the Redlands master 

brand, should be reflected in every experience 

that audiences have with the School. 

The SECONDARY MESSAGES draw on  

specifics to communicate how we deliver  

on these aspects of the University.

The SUPPORTING POINTS are specific ways or 

proof points for how the School delivers on 

our secondary messages. (These ideas can 

evolve over time.) 

Overall, our messages are divided into 

ATTRIBUTES and BENEFITS, with attributes on the 

top and benefits on the bottom. Attributes are 

the tangible things we offer our audiences, 

and the benefits answer the question “So why 

does that matter?” By leading with benefits 

in our communications, we can help our 

audiences understand what’s in it for them.

SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

Core attribute

Attribute Attribute

Benefit Benefit

Core Benefit

SECONDARY MESSAGES

SUPPORTING POINTS

SECONDARY MESSAGES

SUPPORTING POINTS

CORE MESSAGE 
What we offer and  

why it matters
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Message map
Our message map organizes our 
story into three pillars: academic 
distinction, individual growth, 
and community impact. Academic 
distinction is about the intellectual 

SECTION 1—STRATEGY     

students who are 
actively involved in 
their own learning

courageous 
conversations and 
healthy discourse

the ability 
to articulate 

ideologies

nurturing 
partnerships at 
all levels of an 
organization

having an impact 
at both the day- 

to-day and 
systemic levels

a curriculum 
designed for 

diverse learners

honest and open 
introspection

greater self- 
awareness

recognizing the 
importance of local 
context in learning

implementing 
custom 

interventions for 
the systems they 

are entering

an educational 
environment that 

mirrors the one we 
want to create

space and support 
for cognitive 
dissonance

research-based, 
constructivist 

pedagogy

faculty who are 
dedicated to 

access and equity

structural 
mechanisms to 
remove barriers

an openness 
to and an 

appreciation for 
differing points  

of view

alumni who  
mentor current 

students as 
supervisors

a ripple effect of 
expanded reach 

and efficacy

conducting culturally relevant scholarship realizing one’s power and potential  
for meaningful impact

facilitating a reflective view of one’s role as 
an engaged professional

infusing a contemporary view of societal 
issues into the academic experience

cultivating an unwavering commitment  
to communities

providing a wealth of enriching field experiences

ACADEMIC DISTINCTION INDIVIDUAL GROWTH COMMUNITY IMPACT

CORE VALUE

BRAND ETHOS

Attributes:
What we offer  
(the give)

In order to…
Benefits:
Why it matters  
(the get)

 fosters critical consciousness of systemic inequity

 mobilize justice-minded teachers, counselors, and 
administrators to create lasting solutions

EDUCATIONAL 
JUSTICE

The U of R School  
of Education...

journey at Redlands, individual growth 
is about personal transformation, and 
community impact is about action and 
engagement with the world around us.

These three topics are central to our 
story, and the message map helps us 
organize our attributes and benefits 
under each of these themes.
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Our guiding values are ... So our brand must feel ... Because ...

SECTION 1—STRATEGY     Personality

Teaching and learning excellence Our student-centered culture 
drives the creation of the 
academic experience.

We employ our relational skills 
to have necessary, tough 
conversations.

We are committed to 
transforming ourselves so 
that we can transform our 
communities.

We see education as more than 
informational—it’s a process of 
continual inquiry.

Purposeful leadership

Inquiry

Community betterment  
with a justice focus

DEDICATED and ENGAGED

INCLUSIVE and VISIONARY

COURAGEOUSLY COMPASSIONATE

RELENTLESSLY CURIOUS
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2Voice  
and tone

In the simplest terms, our message is what 

we say, and our voice is how we say it. As a 

sub-brand, the School of Education uses a 

voice that closely aligns with the Redlands 

master brand. However, because of our more 

specific audiences, our voice and tone dial 

up certain elements that will be unique to 

our School.

↓

MASTER BRAND CREATIVE NARRATIVE  ..............  16

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION CREATIVE NARRATIVE ...  17
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Master brand
creative narrative

Our master brand narrative 
communicates what we 
do and our attitude as we 
do it. In other words, it’s 
what happens when our 
brand positioning meets 
our brand voice. It serves 
as our internal rallying cry—
both for the University in 
general and for the School 
of Education.

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

There is more here than meets the eye.

Between the mountain tops and the 
California coast. Beyond the brick and 
the mortar. Within the performance 
pieces and class discussions.

Here, you’ll find the space to think.  
To try. To imagine. To grow.

It’s a state of mind that fuels curiosity 
and lets ambition thrive. 

Because at the University of Redlands, 
opportunity is ever present.

And we welcome those who welcome it.

The big-sky dreamers and the heads-
down go-getters. The team players  
and the trailblazers. The industry  
leaders and devoted activists.  
The bright-eyed beginners and the 
practiced professionals.

We all embrace what’s  
possible and invite it to flourish.

Because here, we’re free to start where we 
are, and then venture further. To build on 
what’s been done and carve out our path for a 
successful life. To open dialogues and bridge 
differences, together. To directly impact 
what’s around us and what’s ahead of us all. 

It’s how we find solid footing. 
And stand on common ground.

It’s how we plant the seeds for growth,  
progress, and change. So that all of us,  
no matter who we are, may thrive.

Wherever we may find ourselves going next, 
opportunities await. 

It’s how we discover what we’re truly capable 
of, because so much more is within reach. 

Welcome what’s possible.

Welcome what’s next.

Welcome Opportunity.  
University of Redlands
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School of Education 
creative narrative

This narrative for the  
School of Education was 
written with our ideal 
prospective students in 
mind. Like the master brand 
narrative, it identifies what 
we believe in, who will 
succeed here, and what  
our voice sounds like. 

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

We welcome those who are called to 
create change. Those who are unafraid 
to challenge traditional thought.  
Those who fight endlessly for equity  
in education. 

We embrace those who have the 
courage to be uncomfortable and the 
foresight to solve problems before 
they arise. Those who feel the urgency 
to upend outdated policy. Those who 
choose progress over complacency  
no matter what. 

We invest in those who turn  
experience into activism, empathy  
into intervention, and potential into  
a path forward.

To the ones who are compelled to care. 
Who instinctively stand up for those 
in need. Who crave the opportunity to 
build something new for all. 

To the dedicated educators and system 
changers: We welcome you. 

Our narrative opens with an empowering message that 
defines our best-fit student and outlines the values of the 
School of Education. 

Here, we continue to elevate the mission and values of 
the School while highlighting the active nature of our 
students and curriculum.

Our message ends with an invitation for like-minded 
educators to join us, with a nod to our master brand.
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This pattern offers an easy way to express the 
active nature of the School of Education while 
touching on the areas of focus that differentiate 
us from our peers.  

EXAMPLES:
Compelled to care. 
Driven to make change. 
Motivated to improve communities. 
Dedicated to creating access.  

Use this headline construction to outline the ways that the School 
transforms ideals, processes, and experiences into something powerful. 

EXAMPLES:
Turning experience into activism. 
Turning ideas into policy. 
Turning classrooms into communities. 
Turning injustice into opportunity. 

[Verb] to [verb] Turning [noun]  
into [noun]

Constructing 
headlines

Good headlines are like good 
handshakes. Each one is an 
opportunity to reach out, grab 
hold, and make an impression. 
Here are some thought-starters 
for creating on-brand headlines 
that pique the curiosity of 
prospective students and set up 
our messaging. 

↓

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

THE WHY THE WHAT
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using the 
message map

Our message map 
(see pages 12–13) is a 
hierarchy for selecting 
messages, but it’s not 
the starting point for 
crafting content. To get 
the most out of the map, 
follow these four steps.

DETERMINE YOUR AUDIENCE AND OBJECTIVE 

Identify whom you need to reach before you decide what to say. 
Be as specific as you can because people won’t care what you 
have to say unless you say something that matters to them.

DETERMINE THE ATTRIBUTE

Consult the map to align your topic with specific attributes. 
When possible, connect supporting points with a secondary 
message to strengthen your point.

DETERMINE THE BENEFIT

Once you’ve established that your topic links to a brand 
attribute, you need to identify the benefit or benefits.  
In many cases, your audience cares more about the benefit 
than the attribute.

CRAFT YOUR CONTENT

You’ll want to ensure that your content has a focus—say one
thing and say it well. Any supporting benefits should act as
talking points complemented by the facts, data, and proof
points of your topic.

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE
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Writing tips
You can help readers feel more 
connected to the brand story 
by creating smart, compelling 
content. Here are a few tips to 
keep in mind as you write. 

�

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE

TIP 1
MAKE IT EASY TO READ  
AND RELATE TO.

Vary the cadence of your 
writing. Mix short sentences 
with longer ones to avoid 
a repetitive feel. Check for 
rhythm and flow by reading 
aloud. Don’t be afraid to write 
like we speak. 

TIP 7
DON’T FORCE EXCITEMENT.

If the message isn’t something 
we’d yell, it doesn’t require 
an exclamation point. Even if 
we’re asking a student to apply. 
Inspire, then invite.

TIP 4
FOCUS ON ONE THING.

Emphasize a single message, and 
highlight why it’s important. If you 
include a long list of messages, 
your audience will either fail to 
retain what they’ve read or stop 
reading altogether.

TIP 2
MAKE IT WELCOMING  
AND PERSONAL.

Our writing uses “we” and “our” 
language to reinforce the idea 
of our inclusive community. But 
when speaking directly to an 
audience, be sure to engage on 
the personal level by using “you” 
and “your.”

TIP 8
INCORPORATE WHITE SPACE.

Your readers’ eyes need places  
to rest so that their brains can 
digest the information. Work  
with a designer to organize your 
content visually, making good  
use of white space.

TIP 5
GIVE THE READER 
SOMETHING TO DO.

If you want your readers to 
take action, be clear and 
direct: read further, schedule  

a visit, apply now. Whatever 
the task, don’t assume they’ll 
know what you want.

TIP 3
MAKE NUMBERS MATTER.

Statistics and rankings aren’t 
the story: They exist to help 
drive the point home. The 
numbers can add to your 
message, but they should never 
take the place of it.

TIP 9
KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE.

If you don’t identify the particular audience you’re trying to  
reach, you don’t have a good chance at reaching anyone. 
Remember, we can’t be everything to everyone all the time.  
Take time to understand each of your audience’s needs.

TIP 10
BYE, PASSIVE.  
HELLO, ACTIVE.

Remarkable things happen at the 
School of Education. It’s time to 
make them known. Use an active 
voice to tell the world all about it. 

TIP 6
WRITE FOR THE PLATFORM.

For digital channels, content 
needs to be quick, easy to 
digest, current, and actionable. 
Think: economy of words. A long-
form piece, on the other hand, 
can do more storytelling.
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Voice and tone 
checklist

Does this relate to the idea of 
“Welcome Opportunity”?

Does it lead with benefits and pay 
them off with attributes?

Does it sound like something 
that someone with the School 
of Education’s personality traits 
would say?

When you read it out loud,  
does it sound even better?

Does it contain at least  
one key message? Does it avoid 
tackling too many messages? 

So you’ve used the brand guide to 
craft a beautiful communications 
piece. Well done. Let the copy sit, then 
use this checklist to give it one more 
gut check. Or you can even use these 
questions as you’re writing.

↓

Does it get to the point quickly 
instead of burying the key message?

Do the headlines convey our voice 
instead of just labeling the content 
that follows?

Does the language move beyond 
merely stating the facts to reveal 
something bigger about the School 
of Education experience?

SECTION 2—VOICE AND TONE
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3Visual
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SECTION 3—VISUAL IDENTITY

The University of Redlands’ 

logo family diagram illustrates 

the hierarchy of the master 

brand and the sub-brands for 

each school. The main U of R 

logo is used for University-

wide communications, such as 

the Redlands.edu website and 

Och Tamale magazine, or for 

a publication that promotes 

more than one school—such 

as a grad fair flyer promoting 

all of our graduate programs 

to seniors in the College of 

Arts and Sciences. School 

logos are used for pieces that 

promote the individual school, 

such as a Master of Arts  in 

Education program flyer for 

the School of Education. The 

main U of R logo accompanied 

by a unit signature for a 

center, institute, department, 

or office is available upon 

request. Please contact  

creative@redlands.edu.

Brand Architecture
Master brand and sub-brands
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SECTION 3—VISUAL IDENTITY

The official University 
logo is the keystone 
of our visual identity 
program. 

The logo has two 
elements: a logo icon 
that consists of the letter 
“R” and a horizon and 
supporting logotype.  
The letter “R” is at the 
heart of the logo, and for 
good reason—the “R” in 
the local mountains and 
the “Dear Old U of R.” 
The adjacent horizon 
is meant to reflect our 
history as well as our 
future, and in a number 
of ways mirrors our 
environment. 

Master Brand Logo 

The current U of R logo was 

introduced in 2003 by Ron 

Stephany in partnership with 

The Lawlor Group. The colors 

were changed from red, grey, 

and black to maroon and black 

in 2015. A new University logo 

identity is being explored for 

possible launch in the future. 

STYLE 2: ALTERNATE LOGOSTYLE 1: PREFERRED LOGO STYLE 3: ALTERNATE LOGO

2-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 18152-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 1815 2-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 1815

1-color:  100% Black1-color:  100% Black 1-color:  100% Black

1-color: 100% White  
(reversed on dark backgroud)

1-color: 100% White  
(reversed on dark backgroud)

1-color: 100% White  
(reversed on dark backgroud)

.25"

Keep a minimum of .25" space around logo.
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SECTION 3—VISUAL IDENTITY

School of Education Logo
STYLE 2: ALTERNATE LOGOSTYLE 1: PREFERRED LOGO STYLE 3: ALTERNATE LOGO

2-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 18152-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 1815 2-color:  100% Black + 100% PMS 1815

1-color:  100% Black1-color:  100% Black 1-color:  100% Black

1-color: 100% White  
(reversed on dark backgroud)

1-color: 100% White  
(reversed on dark backgroud)

1-color: 100% White  
(reversed on dark backgroud)
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4Visual
Language

We know that first impressions matter.  

Our visual language sets the tone for how 

people initially see the School of Education, 

as well as how they recognize and remember 

us in the future. When these elements work 

together well, they strengthen our overall 

brand and distinguish us from everyone else.

↓
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Approach
The School’s visual 
language is closely 
linked to the master 
brand. We use a focused 
set of the elements 
from the master brand 
to create a clean 
and sophisticated 
sub-brand. We also 
incorporate elements 
that are unique to the 
School’s brand.

TYPOGRAPHY GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

COLOR

PATTERN

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE

Recoleta
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKk
LlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUu
VvWwXxYyZz 0123456789

Rift
ABCdefghiJKLm
nopQrstuvwxyz
0123456789

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKk

LlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUu

VvWwXxYyZz 0123456789

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKk

LlMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUu

VvWwXxYyZz 0123456789

GT Pressura

GT Pressura Mono

PHOTOGRAPHY
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COLOR
Color is often the strongest association 

an audience has with a brand. Our colors 

can form strong emotional ties with 

our audiences, so it’s important to be 

consistent and build brand equity by using 

our palette correctly. 

↓

APPROACH ..............................................  29

COLOR COMBINATION ..............................   30
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Approach
PRIMARY PALETTE

The primary color palette for the School of Education 

is rooted in the well-established Redlands maroon and 

grey. It is a bit different from the master brand color 

palette in that the School of Education’s palette is 

more restrained and muted.

For color breakdowns, see the master brand guidelines.

SUPPORTING PALETTE

Our supporting palette is made up entirely of  

shades of grey and maroon. These colors expand  

our primary colors offering some diversity and  

depth in our layouts.

ACCENT PALETTE

Our accent palette consists of the brighter tones in 

the Redlands palette. We pair them with the neutral 

colors to achieve balance or to set a particular mood.

SECTION 4—VISUAL LANGUAGE   �   COLOR 

65%
PRIMARY 
PALETTE
Official 
Redlands 
school colors 
and neutrals

20%
SUPPORTING 
PALETTE
Expands the 
maroons and 
greys in our 
palette

15%
ACCENT 
PALETTE
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color combinationsHere’s a selection of sample 
color groupings that create 
different tones and moods. 
These could be used to connect 
with different audiences for 
different goals. 
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Welcoming and energetic

Welcoming and creative

Spirited and traditional

Traditional and trustworthy

Traditional and sophisticated

Smart and friendly
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Because our communications need to 

reach and connect with very different 

audiences, we use four unique typefaces 

that work together to bring our story 

to life. Each has its own strengths, so 

use the following section to guide your 

typographic choices. 

↓

APPROACH  .............................................  32

TYPEFACES  ............................................  33

COMBINING TYPEFACES  ........................  35

TYPOGRAPHY
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Typography
Approach

RIFT
Recoleta
GT Pressura

GT Pressura Mono

HEADLINES, SUBHEADS

SUBHEADS, LARGER BODY COPY

HEADLINES, BODY COPY

CALLOUTS

Our typefaces capture 
the many sides of the 
School of Education; 
used together, they’re an 
essential part of telling 
our story.

Our typeface collection has 

considerable flexibility and 

variety. This guide will show you 

how these typefaces can be 

combined to create dynamic and 

diverse layouts. The School uses 

a subset of the typefaces from 

the Redlands master brand and 

applies them in a hierarchy  

unique to the School. 

Contact creative@redlands.edu  

for access to the official 

University of Redlands licensed 

typeface collection.

For alternate free fonts to  

use in Microsoft Office  

(Word, PowerPoint, etc.),  

please refer to the Master  

Brand Guidelines document.
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Display
Typefaces

Rift feels modern and 
sophisticated because of 
its condensed, geometric 
nature. GT Pressura is 
a companion typeface 
that offers softer, less 
geometric letterforms. 

Our display typeface, Rift is used 

primarily for headlines. GT Pressura  

may be used for subheads or used  

as an alternate for Rift. 

Rift and GT Pressura can be 

used alternately throughout a 

communication piece, but the two  

should not be intermixed within  

a single headline.   
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TEACHING 
IS ONLY THE 
BEGinning.
CREATING 
EQUITY IS  
OUR CALLING.
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body
Typefaces

Recoleta is a warm and 
welcoming serif with a 
lot of character. It isn’t 
stuffy but still feels 
academic. Use Recoleta to 
complement Rift and  
GT Pressura, and 
whenever we need to 
communicate more 
formally.

GT Pressura is readable 
and distinctive, 
welcoming and 
accessible—making it 
the perfect body copy 
typeface for the School  
of Education.

Our body typefaces are generally 

used for larger blocks of text. 

For the School of Education brand, 

Recoleta is used exclusively for 

subheads and for short blocks of 

copy at larger sizes, such as pull 

quotes and intro paragraphs. 

As with the master brand, we use  

GT Pressura for body copy. But  

for School of Education’s brand,  

it can also be used to set subheads 

or as an alternative for Rift.  

See the following pages for  

specific examples.
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Recoleta Medium  
con conet quibuscim 
ad que sintotatium et, 
cuptium fugiati.

GT Pressura Regular and Italic 

Ota sit utemporro eiciendis 
experunt quiaes as asimill 
uptaque ipsandu cianihit 

exceptatquae sant quid que 
consece pudame voluptis con.

Recoleta Regular con 
conet quibuscim ad 
que sintotatium et, 
cuptium fugiati.

GT Pressura Light and Italic 
Ota sit utemporro eiciendis 
experunt quiaes as asimill 
uptaque ipsandu cianihit 
exceptatquae sant quid que 
consece pudame voluptis con.

Recoleta SemiBold 
con conet quibuscim 
ad que sintotatium et, 
cuptium fugiati.

GT Pressura Bold and Italic 
Ota sit utemporro eiciendis 
experunt quiaes as asimill 
uptaque ipsandu cianihit 
exceptatquae sant quid que 
consece pudame voluptis con.

Recoleta Light con 
conet quibuscim ad 
que sintotatium et, 
cuptium fugiati.
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Combining
Typefaces

The School has a number 
of approved options for 
typographic hierarchy, shown 
here and on the following page. 

how will you 
make change 
today?
We are committed to challenging the 

systems that make education and 

community support inaccessible. With an 

academic experience that is both culturally 

relevant and action-oriented, there’s no 

better place to start building a better, 

more equitable world—today.

Ed molumqu atibus velignam facessi 
consente doluptia qui arum voluptatur? 
Aximolu picilla quo teturit que porum.

HEADLINE
Rift 
Bold 
60pt/50pt

SUBHEAD
GT Pressura 
Bold 
23pt/22pt

INTRO BODY
Recoleta
Medium
14pt/17pt

BODY
GT Pressura
Bold
11pt/15pt

BODY
GT Pressura
Regular
10pt/13pt

WE WELCOME 
THOSE WHO  
ARE CALLED TO  
CREATE CHANGE. 
Enderes sinci psamus, tetquam isim 
inctem que endende moluptatia nemolup 
tatibeati nosse perro officillaut faccus et 
peribus, solupta plibusd amendic. Istrum 
idel is eatiis minvenim qui bere nobitam, 
quo vidipsam enimus es aut estrum et 
officias ea nem et ilis es aut quia el modi 
to es preperrum vid utat ut pos re audaes 
sus, temporrum ut quam fuga. Nam re 
nectur sinitiis aditis.
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is our calling. What’s yours?
Des dolupta tibuscia dis as eicia pa 

que evendelenda que qui occaess 

imenistiorat unt am velliqu iatecat 

invendus mi, sunti dento vent molorep 

erfero volore volupta alisimusa dolore 

platureprae pla aut et lautem sundi 

reperem. Ratenit imus, et a quid 

minveni nam fugiae pa vendipsam 

quide quos et, ipsam id quias.

Creating   
equity  

↑
Gaelan Harmon 
 Walker ’12

 Ut quia verovitatur, 
verent dolorup taquis 
eaque quodi doluptis 
aut andi imaximusae. 

“Ucidebit quis delit ad que 
volut quatem sinvelessus, 
tem harumquis abore lab 
isquas dolupturest, cus num 
fugiae volut ratibuscient 
quam aborenim.”
SILVIA JOHNSON  ’24 M.A.

22
ET OMNIHIDIT QUI  

ESEDITAQUO

Combining
Typefaces

HEADLINE
Rift 
Bold 
60pt/50pt

SUBHEAD
GT Pressura
Bold 
17pt/19pt

QUOTE
Recoleta
Regular 
14pt/18pt

QUOTE CALLOUT
GT Pressura  
Bold
10pt

CALLOUT
GT Pressura Mono 
Bold
9pt/12pt

CALLOUT
GT Pressura 
Regular
9pt/12pt

BODY
GT Pressura
Regular 
10pt/14pt

STATISTIC 
GT Pressura
Bold 
45pt

CALLOUT
GT Pressura Mono
Regular
8pt/11pt
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APPROACH   .............................................   38

DUOTONES   ...........................................  39

PATTERNS   ..............................................   40

ARROWS   ................................................   41

BEST PRACTICES   ...................................   42

GRAPHIC 
ELEMENTS

Our graphic elements are inspired by 

the textures, shapes, and styles of 

our main campus. Rooted in warmth, 

these expressive visual components 

work together to tell complicated 

and layered stories. In this way, they 

reflect the work we are doing at the 

School of Education. 

↓
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Duotones. Our library of duotone cutouts 
consists of major landmarks on our main 
campus, symbols of our University, and 
symbols of our spirit and pride. We also  
have a selection that are specific to the  
School of Education experience.

Patterns. Our brand has a library of unique 
patterns that are made for layering. They’re 
all based on the octagonal ceiling tiles in our 
campus architecture.

Arrows. This small but useful graphic 
element can help connect blocks of copy  
to each other or to images. They can also  
be essential part of building headlines.  
The arrows are glyphs included in the  
GT Pressura type family. 

Approach
→

The School of Education uses 
a wide selection of graphic 
elements, some of which are 
drawn from the master brand, 
and others are unique to the 
School of Education’s own brand. 

Think of the suite of graphic elements 

as a toolbox for creating layouts 

and compositions in the School of 

Education’s brand. No project will use 

all the items in the toolbox, but most 

projects should use some of them. 

Trust your eye. If it feels too busy,  

it probably is.

WHITE SPACE should be considered 

the final graphic element in our 

toolbox. Our layouts are strengthened 

by a balance between bold, expressive 

elements and white space. White 

space doesn’t always have to be 

white: It can be any color field without 

typography, graphic elements, or 

photography. 
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← ↑ → ↓ ↖ ↗ ↘ ↙

↘↙
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Those who feel the urgency 
to upend outdated policy.

↘
→

We are committed to challenging 
the systems that make education 
and community support 
inaccessible. With an academic 
experience that is both culturally 
relevant and action-oriented, 
there’s no better place to start 
building a better, more equitable 
world—today. 

↘

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

is our calling. What’s yours?

CREATING   
       EQUITY

    TO THE DEDICATED 
EDUCATORS AND SYSTEM 
CHANGERS: We welcome you. →

↘

DUoTONES

Duotones
in use

We use duotone cutouts in 
a number of different ways; 
although they are typically 
used as icons and illustrations 
in information graphics. They 
connect to the visual language 
without overwhelming the layout.
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↑
Duotone cutouts are also great 
for layering with patterns, 
creating layered compositions 
that can be used in place of a 
hero image.

↑
They can also draw the eye to a section 
of text to help the viewer navigate the 
hierarchy of a composition. 
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Patterns

Patterns  
in use

These patterns are inspired by the 
octagonal ceiling tiles within the 
University’s architecture. They 
can be used to highlight a section 
of copy or connect a headline 
with an image. They can also be 
employed for navigation—use 
them at small scales to form a 
variety of shapes, which can set 
off a page number or a smaller 
block of copy. 
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Here are a few examples of how 
patterns can interact with the 
other elements in our visual 
language to add depth and 
softness to a composition.

N O W  I N  M A R I N

A transformative experience 

•  Degree focused on social justice values

•  Learn to be an advocate for your students

•  36-39 credits, 2 evening courses  
per week

•  70 days of student teaching or  
90-day internship

•  A private, 100-year-old university with a 
beautiful 13-acre, San Anselmo campus

30%
inaugural scholarship

Up to

Learn more
angie_bynon@redlands.edu
415-451-2832

Apply
gpe.redlands.edu/apply

Master of Arts in Learning  
and Teaching (MALT)

BE AN AGENT OF CHANGE.  
BECOME A TEACHER.

Offered for a limited time 
only for MALT classes 

starting in May.
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   TEACHING 
IS ONLY THE 
BEGINNING. 

Above all, we’re led by our 
commitment to educational 
justice. So we do more than 
teach: We turn experience 
into activism, empathy into 
intervention, and potential 
into a path forward.

↘

Master of Arts in Learning 
and Teaching (MALT)

Apply → 
gpe.redlands.edu/apply

Learn more → 
angie_bynon@redlands.edu
415-451-2832

We invest in those who turn 

EXPERIENCE INTO    ACTIVISM,
EMPATHY INTO    INTERVENTION,

POTENTIAL INTO    A PATH FORWARD.

→
→

→
and

→

We are committed to challenging 
the systems that make education 
and community support 
inaccessible. With an academic 
experience that is both culturally 
relevant and action-oriented, 
there’s no better place to start 
building a better, more equitable 
world—today. 

↘

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

is our calling. What’s yours?

CREATING   
       EQUITY40
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←
Professor Mary Abdori

andemoditate et modi ut
quat pel expedit endus

utem quiatum quo veliqui
dent perisitae ellaborum.

Sophia Kendell ’09
ut parchil inctur, sime
nonsed untiand itasperit
adita vendam rem. Minis
magnimus nonsequatia

siminvento expliquiat.

ADMISSIONS.REDLANDS.EDU

Arrows

Arrows  
in use

Our arrows are glyphs from the  
GT Pressura type family. 

To find them, open the glyph panel 
in InDesign and double-click to 
add them to live text. 
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← ↑ → ↓ ↖ ↗ ↘ ↙

← ↑ → ↓ ↖ ↗ ↘ ↙

We use arrows to directly  
connect a copy block with a related 
image or additional copy. Arrows 
literally move the eye to where 
they are pointing. Arrows may also 
be used at a larger scale with a 
headline to create a dynamic shift 
in the alignment of text. 

Enderes sinci psamus, 
tet quam isim inctem 
que endende moluptatia 
nemolup tatibeati nosse 
perro officillaut faccus et 
peribus, solupta plibusd 
amendic ipsapel etur, nonse 
perrum, solut arum eum 
sequam abo. Pa voluptas 
sundita tinvelessit atur 
adias vendeli. Nemporit 
ad esequam earum hilitae 
dignim qui sum repro ipis 
provitiaerum quia et eum 
corum fuga. Ut at dolupicim 
velendigni con pelit quicon.

We take pride in 
building a better 
future. Both for 
ourselves and  
those around us.

Find solid footing  
and stand on  
common ground.

07— 08

STUDY ABROAD 

Octus consterit, tella enate 
parissime consultum moen 
pricae, vicient ervit, untilic 
onsum, castred rem serrata 
vid merferma, se, Cupimus 
iussentes tercerdi iu que 
niteri cuppl. Mae coericit? 
Mulares poptid mus reortil 
con id in terfect andesi 
postabunit arite horte.

Averit Faucien terternum 
unte nori inatica pernit vivast 
dii pra? Ahachum maios, quo 
cor publicio, ca re eo, tusu 
sicio vitis hos ad iam quam is, 
qua publibus intebesit autem 
interure in Ita, quonderis 
publium supio us efaccitient. 
Atiam iam temendi entis; 
is omnocultu medet Catus 
facteris egerunum hum iure 
consus novehem poenatam 
ficerio peri in teraccit, 
unteres inti te culvirmis 
hocchuius, vastiam tum. →

JOHN IPSUM

Nullania ea cum 
aspernati cus mod 
quas ut aciur? 
Ullaboris dolec 
usdant volut.

Class of 2020

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES CLUB 

Ivastra, cullessimil 
utemque ad caestiaL. 
Rortili issatrore in 
satquius iamdii facia 
verio, publium, noc tam 
firi pra ducit aus, neque 
nos, centeru nulibunum 
factellatre qua.

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS ADMISSIONS.REDLANDS.EDU

   TEACHING 
IS ONLY THE 
BEGINNING. 
↘
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Best  
practices

Use this guide if you're unsure 
about the graphic elements 
you’re using and why.

1. MEANING

They should be rooted in significance.

2. HIERARCHY OR WAYFINDING

They should help a user navigate the  
communication or make it easier to use.

3. INTEREST

They should add to the communication  
and make it more entertaining.

IN THAT ORDER

These considerations are listed in strict order 
of importance. Graphic elements add visual 
interest to a communication, but they should 
always be useful, not merely decorative. 

Graphic elements should add:
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Photography is a key tool in conveying who 

we are and connecting with people in ways 

words can’t. Our photographs capture the 

essence of the School of Education to tell 

a richer, more comprehensive story.

↓

APPROACH ..............................................  44

PHOTO COMPOSITIONS ..........................  45

PHOTOGRAPHY

43
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CATEGORIES

ST
YL

ES

FPO

FPO

FPO

Photography 
approach

Note: The University of Redlands does not own the 
rights to all of the images featured in this document. 
Photos marked with “FPO” appear here only to 
demonstrate style and composition. They are not 
available for official use.

Our approach to education is 
human-centered, authentic, 
and welcoming, so our 
photography approach is  
as well.

↓

OUR PHOTOGRAPHY INCLUDES  
FIVE MAIN CATEGORIES:  
Remarkable locations 

Curious subjects 

Determined actions 

Welcoming portraits  

Uncommon details 

 
Note: There is—and should be—overlap 
between these categories. Location 
images can have people, portrait images 
can show actions, and so on. These 
categories exist to help guide photo 
shoots and organize the library.  

 

AND INCLUDES THREE STYLES:  
Bright and natural 

Bright and warm  

Desaturated and warm

Our styles are applicable to all of 

our categories; although some 

styles are more suited to some 

categories. Across all styles, our 

photos should have the most 

natural light possible and feel 

slightly warmer, rather than cooler.

Remarkable 
locations

Curious 
subjects

Determined 
actions

Welcoming 
portraits 

Uncommon 
details

B
ri

gh
t 

an
d 
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tu

ra
l

B
ri
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t 
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d 

w
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m
 

D
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w
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Photo 
Compositions

→
Our School has a lot of stories 
to tell, and our layouts draw on 
the photo categories to help tell 
those stories. 

Here’s how it works: Begin 
by placing a photo that’s a 
welcoming portrait or curious 
subject on top of a shot with an 
uncommon detail or remarkable 
location. (This connects a person 
with an environment.) Then, at 
the edge of the portrait, align a 
smaller image that represents a 
determined action.

This “grid of photos” technique 
works particularly well for longer 
communications that can include 
multiple images.

Note: What makes our brand’s photo grid 
unique is subtle. It’s a combination of 
photos that slightly overlap and photos that 
perfectly touch on one edge. This grid is easy 
to execute and makes layouts feel uniform.

↓
This composition immerses the 
viewer in a textural large image, 
connects them to a sizable shot 
of the subject, and entices 
them to learn more about the 
corresponding action photo.
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→

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

Experience fuels our ability to make 
education more accessible. In every 
community, in every city around the 
world, there’s work to be done.  
Ready to get started?

redlands.edu/admissions

TURNING  
EXPERIENCE  
INTO ACTIVISM.
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5Bringing 
it to life

Use these examples as idea-generators for 

bringing our story to life and conveying who 

we are effectively and uniquely. 



Poster

→

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

Experience fuels our ability to make 
education more accessible. In every 
community, in every city around the 
world, there’s work to be done.  
Ready to get started?

redlands.edu/admissions

TURNING  
EXPERIENCE  
INTO ACTIVISM.

SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFE
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Magazine ad

N O W  I N  M A R I N

A transformative experience 

•  Degree focused on social justice values

•  Learn to be an advocate for your students

•  36-39 credits, 2 evening courses  
per week

•  70 days of student teaching or  
90-day internship

•  A private, 100-year-old university with a 
beautiful 13-acre, San Anselmo campus

30%
inaugural scholarship

Up to

Learn more
angie_bynon@redlands.edu
415-451-2832

Apply
gpe.redlands.edu/apply

Master of Arts in Learning  
and Teaching (MALT)

BE AN AGENT OF CHANGE.  
BECOME A TEACHER.

Offered for a limited time 
only for MALT classes 

starting in May.
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   TEACHING 
IS ONLY THE 
BEGINNING. 

Above all, we’re led by our 
commitment to educational 
justice. So we do more than 
teach: We turn experience 
into activism, empathy into 
intervention, and potential 
into a path forward.

↘

Master of Arts in Learning 
and Teaching (MALT)

Apply → 
gpe.redlands.edu/apply

Learn more → 
angie_bynon@redlands.edu
415-451-2832

We are committed to 
challenging the systems 
that make education 
and community support 
inaccessible. With an academic 
experience that is both 
culturally relevant and action-
oriented, there’s no better 
place to start building a better, 
more equitable world—today. 

↘
is our calling. What’s yours?

www.redlands.edu/creatingequity

CREATING   
       EQUITY→
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Flyer

→

We are committed to challenging 
the systems that make education 
and community support 
inaccessible. With an academic 
experience that is both culturally 
relevant and action-oriented, 
there’s no better place to start 
building a better, more equitable 
world—today. 

↘

UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS

is our calling. What’s yours?

CREATING   
       EQUITY

SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFE
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Digital ad SECTION 5—BRINGING IT TO LIFE

↘CREATING 
EQUITY IS OUR 
CALLING. What’s yours?

Apply now
↘

CREATING  
EQUITY  
IS OUR  
CALLING.
What’s  
yours?

Apply now
↘

↘CREATING EQUITY  
IS OUR CALLING. What’s yours? Apply now

↘
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